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ScannX to Exhibit Advanced Book Scanning Solutions to Modernize Libraries at FLA 2024

May 9, 2024 – (Pleasanton, California) – ScannX®, the leading developer of cloud-based book

scanning solutions for libraries, today announced that it will exhibit in Booth #505 at the Florida

Library Association (FLA) 2024 Annual Conference, held at the Hilton Doubletree Universal,

Orlando from May 15-17.

Experience Transformative Book Scanning Solutions In Action

Come witness the power of ScannX cloud-based scanning solutions in action, see a live demo of

their award-winning book-edge and overhead book scanning solutions, and experience the

transformation firsthand. Visitors can also enter a drawing to win a Scannx OS1800 overhead

scanner with translation services and handwriting recognition FREE for the first year (may

cancel at the end of the year or renew at $199/year for unlimited use). Attendees can meet the

ScannX team and learn about their services in digitizing library collections, streamlining

workflows, and improving patron experience.

"At ScannX, we believe in transforming libraries through innovative and affordable digitization

solutions. Our latest technologies, including overhead scanners starting at $2500, will be on

display, and we are excited to connect with library professionals from across the state who

share our passion for making knowledge accessible to all," said Rebecca Dennis, CEO of ScannX.

ScannX book scanning solutions revolutionize workflows and optimize efficiency. By instantly

converting scanned content into digital formats, they eliminate the need for traditional copiers.

The entire line of cloud-enhanced scanners, powered by ScannX software, offers a unique and

efficient way for patrons and staff to scan, save, and access information. ScannX software

automatically crops, deskews, and auto-orients scanned content and sends it to over 25

user-selectable destinations.

About FLA

The Florida Library Association is a statewide organization that promotes excellence in Florida

libraries by advocating strongly for libraries and providing high-quality professional and

leadership development for a diverse community of library staff, volunteers, and supporters.
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About ScannX

ScannX is a leading provider of award-winning document and book scanning solutions,

leveraging innovative IoT technology and cloud-based support. Focusing on seamless

integration and enhanced accessibility, ScannX empowers libraries to digitize and store content

effortlessly, transforming how information is scanned, stored, and accessed.

For more information, visit www.scannx.com.
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